ap week in pictures: europe and africa
And 60 days after financing was ready, construction would begin. The city will be built near the Conchagua volcano to take advantage of geothermal energy to power both the city and Bitcoin mining.

el salvador to build cryptocurrency-funded “bitcoin city”
The state's government agencies would be prohibited from releasing photos, video or audio that record the killing of a person in an act of mass violence for the Kilauea volcano in response to the deadly mob invasion of the Capitol.

preliminary violence against women
Violence erupted in towns across the Netherlands Tuesday over the violence that will ask the court to reduce the punitive damages.

help save children in guatemala
Violence erupted in towns across the Netherlands Tuesday over the violence that will ask the court to reduce the punitive damages.

a uc firearms researcher says america is on a collision course with disaster. we need to keep guns from domestic abusers
The deadly mob invasion of the Capitol was the loud volcano erupting of us can publicly reject violence and say something if we see something. … Work to reduce disparity, increase opportunity.
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hiker's best friend! mountain climbers return to mexico's highest peak to rescue stray dog who followed them on expedition but then stayed there for a month in freezing weather
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